
GET A BETTER UNDERSTANDING 
OF ANY AUDIENCE
A DATA PORTRAIT ANALYSIS PROVIDES 
DEMOGRAPHIC, LIFESTYLE AND  
INTEREST INSIGHTS

Your ability to accurately recognize a customer or prospect is imperative for delivering the right offer or service, 
through the right channel, at the right moment. But do you really know what your customers look like and 
what they are interested in? Do you have a strong view of who is responding to both your ads? How do your 
customers compare to others? All the unknowns can be overwhelming, but Acxiom has a solution.

ACXIOM’S DATA PORTRAIT ANALYSIS CAN 
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS.
By appending household-level data to your customer base or a defined population segment, a Data Portrait 
Analysis gives a much clearer understanding of your audiences. With every analysis, you’ll receive detailed 
views of the demographic and lifestyle elements that best contrast, define, and describe your audience and 
responders. This analysis can also compare your audience characteristics to national averages. A detailed 
view of these characteristics enables you to find many more prospective customers with the traits of your most 
valuable customers or campaign responders.

DEFINE AND COMPARE AUDIENCES.  
THEN, CONVERT THEM.
A Data Portrait Analysis gives you the power to:
• Design more focused marketing campaigns that are targeted to reach your best customers and prospects
• Easily and quickly evaluate the marketing opportunities and financial potential of a marketing initiative
• Increase the productivity of your sales staff when cross-selling other products to customers
• Find qualified prospects so your sales staff can spend more time with them and less with unsuitable prospects
• Determine if responders look like the intended target audience



HOW IT’S DONE.
Data Portrait Analysis compares the 
demographic and lifestyle/interest 
characteristics of specified consumer 
households to the characteristics of 
households in a reference population. 
Demographic data is appended. 
The reference population contains a 
cross-section of randomly selected 
household records from Acxiom InfoBase®, a nationally representative multi-source consumer data set. The result 
of the comparison is a list of characteristics that distinguish customer households across the United States. Data 
visualization helps you fully glean all the insights resulting from the analysis.
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START FINDING MORE PROSPECTS TODAY. Learn more about the Data Profile Analysis.  
Visit acxiom.com or email info@acxiom.com.
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